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    POORNIMA GROUP
AT A GLANCE
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        Born with a vision of creating an engineering college, Poornima College & Institute was established
          about 3 decades ago in the year 2000 in Jaipur (Rajasthan). With the primary aim to offer excellent
          professional & technical education to the students, Poornima College & Institute was created under the
          flagship of Shanti Education Society (SES) that engraved its existence in the year 1999, thereby registering
          itself under the Rajasthan Societies act.
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              33 LPA Highest Package
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               900+ Faculty &
                Staff
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                Merits
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              63 Funded DST Projects
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              100+ AIESEC Incoming Internships
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              5100+ Placements in last 3 years
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              5.87 LPA Average Package
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              3 Decades of Academic Excellence
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              44000+ Alumni
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              30 AIESEC Outgoing Internships

            

          


        

      

    

  




  
    SHAPE YOUR FUTURE 
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        Created with a mission of shaping the future of the students,
          Poornima College and Institute works to provide high-quality technical education and keep up with
          the demands of today's competitive business world and rapid technological advancements. The College
          Curriculum focuses on both the fundamentals and the latest advancements. Special efforts have been
          made to locate, attract, and retain highly qualified and competent faculty. The Institute offers
          premium infrastructure, including multimedia classrooms, laboratories, simulations, a well-stocked
          modern library, auditorium, seminar halls, separate hostels for boys and girls, and playgrounds.
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                Moreover, it creates a perfect environment favourable to maximizing the
                  potential of faculty members and students, through its systematic and efficient
                  planning and supervision of the teaching and learning process, both inside and
                  outside the classroom. Moreover, the fundamental teaching and learning processes of
                  the students are enhanced by organizing Tech-fests, cultural and sports events,
                  industry-institute meetings, and guest lectures by renowned figures.

              

            

          

        

      

      
        Why Us?

        Poornima College & Poornima Institute offers a pleasant and engaging
          environment to
          its students . The student's routine revolves around balanced amount of work, play, and leisure time
          activities. Moreover, the college curriculum is structured in an way, that it is both engaging and
          challenging. Project-based learning, problem-based learning, and the freedom to select the desired
          subject, enhances the student's participation in college activities.


        Furthermore, a weekly induction programme, mentor system, and close
          student-teacher relationship help to keep the students eager and motivated to study. The students'
          creative engagement is maintained throughout the year by organizing frequent technical, sports and
          cultural activities at departmental, intra-institutional, and inter-institutional levels.


        Last but not the least, Jaipur's pleasant climate, good food,
          transportation system, parks, and other amenities make a stay at the Poornima campus comfortable and
          advantageous for the overall development of the students.

      

    

  




  
    OUR INSTITUTES
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            POORNIMA COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING (PCE)

            REAP CODE 1023

          

        

      

      
        
          
            All the institutions are associated with Rajasthan Technical University and
              sanctioned by the All India Council of Technical Education (AICTE) & Recognized by UGC under
              2(f) and the Ministry of Human Resource & Development (MHRD).

            Help Line
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              +91-9928555222
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            POORNIMA INSTITUTE OF
ENGG. & TECH. (PIET)

            REAP CODE 1050

          

        

      

    

  




  
   
     OUR RECRUITERS
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            Placement Offers
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            students received placement offers of 10 LPA and above
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            Students received placement offers in core branches
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            received placement offers of 5 LPA and above

          

        

      

    

  




  

    OUR FACULTY
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        The faculty members at Poornima College & Institute are dedicated to student learning and are highly
          accessible which makes student's education experience a unique one. Let us give you a quick look at
          our professionally qualified faculty members. It is a perfect blend of core and visiting members.
          You can also have a look at the staff directory to find out their
          contact details here
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                    Dr. Pooja Gupta
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              Dept. of Civil
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                    Mr. Manish Dubey
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               Dept. of CS & IT
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                    Dr. Priya Mathur
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                Professor

               Dept. of Mathematics
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                    Dr. Anil Kumar
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                Associate Professor

               Dept. of CS & IT
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                Professor

               Dept. of English
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                    Mr. Sandeep Tuli
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                Dy. HOD

               Dept. of CS & IT

            

          

        

      

    

  




  
    TESTIMONIALS
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              Poornima Group has been the opportunity of a lifetime and
                has meant so much to all of us. I will say Thank You Poornima Group for building the
                right character and the cognitive skills that I need to keep expanding. I will treasure
                my memories with Poornima group for the rest of my life.

              Yogendra Singh

              Alumni, Batch 2013-17 (BSF, Sub Inspector)
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              I just want to Thank Poornima Group for everything it has
                trained me for. Your encouragement and support has helped me in creating a niche for
                myself at workplace. I am highly grateful for instilling in me the spirit of
                entrepreneurship. It has an incubation cell that promotes its students to think
                innovatively and come up with new ideas related to startups. Certainly, Poornima is an
                exceptional institution and I miss my days spent here.

              Ruchi Pareek

              Alumni, Batch 2009-13 (Cofounder, Smalt and Beryl Pvt. Ltd)
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              Poornima empowered me and instilled in me the
                sportsmanship required to build a team and work as an effective team player. I truly
                appreciate the opportunity it bestowed on me by allowing me to participate in various
                sports and cultural activities conducted by the Clubs.

              Shivani Sharma

              Alumni, Batch 2010-14 (RAS)
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              Thank You to every person who has helped, supported, and
                guided me throughout my tenure. My colleagues and professors have offered me words of
                advise, love, and encouragement. All of which have propelled me forward to this point,
                where I would not be, without their guidance. I will forever hold each of you and the
                memories of Poornima Group.

              Bhagraj Choudhary

              Alumni, Batch 2009-13 (Wheatherford International)
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    MANY RESOURCES ONE FACILITY
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                PRACTICAL LABS
              

            

            
              PRACTICAL LABS

              Extensive range of Labs for research and training purposes.
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                WORKSHOP
              

            

            
              WORKSHOP

              Various Workshops to conduct multi- disciplinary research work.
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                INFRASTRUCTURE
              

            

            
              INFRASTRUCTURE

              Excellent infrastructure. Smart classrooms with audio visual facilities.
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                CONFERENCES
              

            

            
              CONFERENCES

              On-Field training to the students under the supervision of their mentors.
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                EVENTS
              

            

            
              EVENTS

              Cultural and Social events for the overall development of the students.
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                SPORTS
              

            

            
              SPORTS

              Multiple Indoor and outdoor sports activities including Chess, Cricket, Table Tennis etc.
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                TECHNOVATION
              

            

            
              TECHNOVATION

              Research articles from young students of different universities across the nation.
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              MUCH MORE...
            

          

          
            MUCH MORE...

            Click here to enquire now!

          

        

      

    

  




  
    
      
        LIFE AT POORNIMA

        
          Your ambition to becoming an engineer at Poornima
            College & Institute doesn't complete in the classroom itself. Our student youth club provides
            support, resources (information on housing, dining, sports and health) and encouragement for
            extra-curricular activities and social events. From initiating the conversation for bringing
            diversity, or to dedicating your leadership skills to our leadership lab lineups (LLL) or
            managing your student's organization, the opportunities to get involved at Poornima College &
            Institute are
            endless.
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                        Poornima Group, ISI 6 & 2, RIICO Institutional Area Sitapura, Jaipur - 302022
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